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• TRUCK L°GGING

"The most outstanding and far-reachin<? change that has taken

place in the Western lumber industry in the past 5 years has un

questionably been the development of the motor truck and trailer

as a major unit of log and lumber transportation.

"The advent of the motor truck and trailer as a major trans

portation unit is tne same sort of a change that occurred back in

the early '9J's whan tne first steam donkeys came into use and

in 19J6 when the high lead revolutionized logging methods."

from THE WEST COAST LUMBERMAN



FOCAL POINTS OF CLATSOP COUNTY MO'"OB TRUCK LOGGING 0PTR4mI0NS:

(1) Wolf Creek Highway section. Selective logging opera--

tions of the Grand Rapids-Orepon ^imber Co., and numerous

other truck logging concerns hauling through Seaside.

I2) Seaside, truck logging headquarters. A hundred trucks

a day pass through this town, many of them three or four times

a day, with loads for Astoria or ferrenton.

(3) rtarreuton, Lewis and Clark River, and Young's Bay,

where tne logs from Clatsop truck operations reach the water.

(4) Oluey, an important concentration point for truck

loggers on tne Klaskanine River.

(5) Jewell, in tne valley of tne Nehalem. five truck

concerns bring their logs to central loading point on railroad

near here.

(6) Cannon Beach, where motor truck logging has been con

ducted for many years. The region has been noted for its ex

cellent spruce.
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TRUCK LOGGING IN CLATSOP COUN^r

By Bill Demme

All eyes turn toward the Pacific Northwest to wit

ness the center of the truck logging industry in the heart

of the greatest logging territory of the world. The incep

tion of motor truck logging came some time before the vVorld

rfar. At the time of the war, several companies were using

converted trucks with hard rubber tires to haul iogsaa few

miles over crude fore-and-aft roads. Today huge Diesel

powered trucks roar up and down the highways carrying an

average of 10,000 board feet of logs for distances sometimes

exceeding 100 miles. All in the comparatively short time

of about 20 years tremendous strides have been made in this

field to push truck logging into one of the top positions

in western Oregon and Washington industry.

In the extreme northwest corner of Oregon may be found

the 'hot spot' of trucking activities. Clatsop County, with

its rich stands of Douglas fir, Sitka spruce, western hemlock,

and western red cedar, has been found to be a rich develop

ing ground and ideal for research and promotion of truck

logging. In this vicinity, nine major operators and many

smaller outfits pour a steady stream of loaded trucks onto

the open highway headed for the rafting grounds at Astoria

and Ufarrenton.

The summer resort town of Seaside has found itself to

be the geometric center of the activity and is now 1h e head-



quarters for countless gyppo drivers.

In the back yard of every other cabin may be seen trucks,

trailers, repair equipment and gasoline tanks. This town,

formerly boarded up at the close of the summer season, now

hums with activity throughout the winter. Astoria, Jewell,

Elsie, Cannon Beach and tfarrenton have also been benefitted

by these new logging developments.

CLATSOP COUNTY

Clatsop county is located at the extreme northwest cor

ner of Oregon. It is bounded on the north by the Columbia

River, on the west by the Pacific ucaan, on the east by

Columbia County, and on the south by Tillamook county. It

consists of approximately 828 square miles, composed mainly

of coast range mountains and fertile agricultural valleys.

The county seat, Astoria, forms a ready outlet to world ports

while connection with Portland and the Willamette valleylis

secured in four ways. These are (1) by boat on the Columbia,

(2) by railroad along the south shore of the Columbia,(3) by

highway along the south bank, (4) by the nww Wolf Creek high

way.

The forests of Glatsop county have been logged since

1875. Evidence of ox team logging still exists along the

Columbia and in the fatvifeaahd Clarke River area. Near Perry,

Oregon is a 5J-foot tunnel through which oxen dragged logs

to the river. Near keiville, on the i.ewis and Clarke River,

are still remains of ox-power skid roads.



Since the ox and hand logging era, what a panorama of

activity has swept through these age-old stands of timber.

They saw the first vertical spool steam donkey, followed by

bigger and mightier steam equipment, the high speed yarders,

railroads, Diesel engines, tractors, Diesel tractors, and

now trucks, hundreds of them, constantly cominp and going as

the fallers relentlessly push the cutting lines back farther

and farther.

MOTOR LOGGING TRUCKS

The motor logging truck has naa its own nistory of de

velopment. However, this paper will not dwell to any great

extent upon the history, but will be concerned mainly with

the present conditions and the latest equipment that is

now in use.

Motor trucks engaged in log hauling are mainly standard

factory models equipped with regular I-baam bunks and some

means of attaching a semi-trailer, uptional equipment is

often selected by the logger to adapt his equipment for heavy

duty service. Optional equipment includes large tires,

better brakes, lower pear ratios and a hiphly selec+ive

transmission with as many as nine speeds forward and three

in reverse.

The kinds of trucks mainly used on the Clatsop county

hauls are ford V-8, Chevrolet, Dodge, General Motors,and

International. In some cases the larger models of White,

Kenworth, Mack, and federal are used as well as a few Diesel

units.



i,y far the three most common makes of trucks seen are

V-8's, Chevrolets, and Dodges.

The introduction of the V-8 engine into log hauling has

p Laced upon the market a. light truck witn a copious supply

of power. Tnese trucks are now available in either 60- or

85 horsepower engine sizes. One of tne latest developments

which is putting tne little ford in the heavy duty class is

the Eaton Ruckstell two speed axle. This axle doubles the

number of speeds both forward and reverse. The axle recom

mended for logging and similar operations combines the 5.83

to 1 high ratio, and the 8.11 to 1 low ratio. A table of

ratios follows:

Ford Axle Saton-Ruokstell
)5.83 to 1 High-high

Hi ah 6.6 to 1 )8.11 to 1 Low-high
)9.85 to 1 HiPh-third

Third 11.15 to 1 )13.7Q to 1 Low-third
J18.01 to 1 High-second

Second 20.39 to 1 )25.76 to 1 Low-second
J37.31 to 1 High-first

first 42.24 to 1 )51.90 to 1 Low-first
)45.59 to 1 HiPh-reverse

Reverse 51.61 to 1 J63.42 to 1 Low-reverse

The tractor ability rating:' In the silent Low-high

gear tne truck will pull 27,000 pounds up a lj$ grade at

25 to 30 miles per hour. Operating in the High-high gear the

truck will pull lb,DUO pounds groww load up a Z% grade at

38 miles per hour witn an engine speed of ZoOO RPM.

The new ford units equipped witn these axles are known

as ford Truckstells. In an ability test one of these trucks

hauled a load of 63,500 pounds up a 7f^ grade for a distance



of two miles.

The gruelling service encountered in logging
operations is always a test for both truck and axle-

Pictured, is one of many EATON Ruckstell
equipped Ford trucks used in the logging and
lumber industries.

Repeat orders stand as evidence of satisfaction.

Running mate of the Ford truck in the light class is

the Chevrolet. It is equipped with an 8J horsepower six-

cylinder valve-in-head engine with a new engine-length water

jacket of 14-quart capacity. It is an economical, smooth-

running truck, proving to be very popular and giving good

performance.

CHEVROLET l^-TON TRUCK-for Trailer Operation
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Without detracting from the merits of these two light

trucks, it is safe to say that one-fourth of the number of

trucks operating around Seaside are Dodge Brothers. ?or the

rough, heavy hauling conditions of this sector, the Dodge

seems to be ideally suited. The 2-ton tractor-trailer gives

a little more substantial service than the lighter trucks

and still remains in the medium low price field.

Along tne same line as the Ruckstell axle is the auxil

iary uuderdrive transmission developed by Watson-Brown-Lipe

of San Francisco, ifhen installed, this transmission doubles

the number of speeds. Then on the standard truck equipped

with tnis transmission the speeds would be low-first, first,

low-second, second, low-third, third, low-high, high, low-

reverse, and reverse. In other words, it puts in a speed

lower than each standard speed. This increases the gear

selectivity and power with much the same effect as in the

Truckstell.

In what used to be the heavy class of trucks -- now moved

down to the middle class — are the Macks, Whites, GMC,

Federals, Internationals and Diamond T's. It is difficult

to divide into classes these various kinds of trucks. On

the public highways of this country, tne forementioned

group of trucks is classified as heavies. However, looking

over tne entire field, we find that in Canada, for instance,

where tne restrictions are not so great, a fleet of Cummins

Diesels are operating loaded not uncommonly with 14,000



board feet of Douglas fir. These powerful units are cap

able of hauling d,500 feet of Douglas fir over adverse grades

of from 10 to 16$. Hence they are classified in the heaviest

class.

Another leader in the heaviest ilass is the Kenworth

custom-built truck and trailer unit. The Zenworth company

is pushing into the fore in the field of heavy duty logging

trucks as is shown by a recent purchase by the Davi3 and

tfhite company of Marysville, dasnington, of a fleet of 12

Kenworth trucks equipped with Standard iSquipment company

trailers, for use on the Canyon Creek operation which

promises to be one of the largest truck logging projects

in the (Vest. These units are equipped with the latest

improvements and easily carry 7,000 feet of logs. After

the logs have been dumped the trailer is loaded upon the

tractor by the dumping hoist, and before loading the logs,

the trailer is removed by the loading rig and secured by

the latest type ball and socket reach-hitch.



So much for the kinds of trucks that go to make up the

endless parade encountered on the road from Seaside to Astor

ia. The trend in the improvement and development of these

trucks has been toward nigner speeds, greater log-carrying

capacity, efficiency in loading and unloading, and more power

and operating facilities for economic operation.

TRAILERS

Following is an adequate description of the conventional

motor logging trailer, taken from Rapraeger's report:

The trailers used in logging are semi-trailers of

simple, s+urdy construction with a single or double axle.

Twin bunks carry the load in balance over the wheels;

one bunk is a standard i-beam logping bunk equipped with

chains and blocks, and the other is designed to balance

the load. On small trailers the over-all width of the

bunks is seven feet and on large ones eight feet. The

distance between tne truck and trailer is adjusted by

slideing tne trailer on the reach......... Equipping

the trailer with brakes is optional but the absence of

trailer brakes limits tne vehicle to use on sparsely

traveled highways witn light gradients where it can be

kept under control with the truck brakes.

Since this definition was written the double axle or tandem

trailer has come into common useage. Rapraeger stated that

some experiments had been made with the double axle trailer

but none were operated at that time.



Hand in hand with the developments of the motor trucks

have been the developments of the trailers. Some truck and

equipment companies have taken up the manufacture of trailers

as somewhat of a sideline and have subsequently found it to

be a very important and profitable one. For instance the

Beall Pipe and Tank Company of Portland is now almost as well

known for their logging trailers as for their pipes and tanks.

It is one of the companies to take the lead in the production

of trailers equipped with the new Paul Bunyan power loaders

for loading the trailer on the tractor for the return trip.

Some of the other manufacturers and their new developments

are Cook and Foster, with a Rubber-ride no spring trailer,

Isaacson Iron forks, a Karry-Quad with no axles, and Trombly

Truck Equipment Company, the Pioneer tandem axle trailer with

eignt new features including Tixaken tubular axles and only two

grease cups on tne entire trailer.

The Paul Bunyan lift is probably the most important and

revolutionary of the recent improvements in truck hauling

equipment. It was developed by the Paul Bunyan Company of La

Grande, and is said by truck fleet operators to pay for it

self in four months. With this equipment the trailer is load

ed on the truck in 20 seconds and unloaded in about the same

time. The operation of this loader is simple. It consists of

a winch, either power or hand, mounted on the chassis of the

truck just ahead of the bunk, and a line from the winch to

the bed of the trailer. The reach is jointed at the front
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fastening and in the middle. When the line is tightened, the

joints break and the trailer is pulled forward to a short ramp

at the tear of the truck and pulled up the ramp to the riding

position where it is secured from the joint at the middle of

the reach to a rack at the rear of the cab.

Where tne loading and unloading rigs are heavy enough or

adequate to handle the trailers, this lift is unnecessary, but

where the trucks are loaded from a loading crib and dumped

by the self-dump system, it would probably increase the effic

iency enough to make possible one or two additional trips a

day.

The following description of the Cook and Foster "Rubber-

ride appeared in a recent issue of "The Timberman": "Cook and

Foster "Rubber-ride trailers are built the same as the spring

type except that fabricated beams are substituted for the springs

and radius rod assemblies. These beams rock on the cross-shaft

similar to the spring style and the axles are cushioned in

rubber on each end of the beams, allowing the same action as

was obtained with -the springs. The only difference is that

rubber cushions road shocks instead of cushioned by spring

flex. Flexibility is maintained equal to the sprin° set-up.

The rubber surrounding the axle is in triangular form which

absorbs all brake torque.

"Advantages are: Elimination of springs with their poss

ible breakage, elimination of spring center bolts, U-bolts,

radius rods and ail their joints, and elimination of all grease
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points by gun.

"The center trunnion bearing is lubricated from a three

quart oil reservoir built, into the beam and filled from a plug

on top of beam. These reservoirs are filled approximately once

a month. Outside of that, no other greasing on the trailer

is required with the exception of wheel bearings.

"Although tne trailer looks heavier than the spring job,

the *Rubber-ride' trailer actually weighs 200 pounds less.

This trailer operates with load witn absolutely no side-sway

and in every way equals the spring suspension trailers. The

rubber mountings are guaranteed for two years."

Although this improvement has not been out long enough

to be given a thorough trial in Clatsop county, it is safe to

predict that any invention which will suitably replace the

springs and at the same time do away with the possibility of

breaking, will be welcomed into +he logging industry. Also

that if the device proves successful, it will be only a ques

tion of time until the truck manufacturers adopt it to re

place the standard steel truck springs. From the advance dope

on performance, this is not at all improbable.

The Earry-^uad trailer has a feature which might be term

ed tne knee action of logging trailers. In place of axles,

it has four cast steel A/ueel carriers, .vnich are fitted with

forged spindles on which are mounted brakes, hubs and wheels

in tne same ffiarKier as on the conventional trailer. These

carriers operate entirely independent of each otner and go

over all kinds of bumps without tilting the load. This arr

angement assures constant alignment under the load.
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One of the most important parts of a trailer is the axle.

It is the axle that is responsible for carrying and stopping

the load, and for getting the maximum tire mileage. Inefficient

axles mean inefficient operation of the entire unit. There

fore much study has been given to the proper design and con

struction of axles for logging trailers to give the maximum

in service. In this field the Timken-Detroit Axle Company

has taken the lead in producing an axle of tubular construction

which both statistics and service prove to be superior. Since

this type of axle has so far met with such success, it is safe

to predict tnat this design will continue to lead in the field.

Some statistics to verify this prediction are found in the

comparison of a tubular section, with some other standard sec

tions. These sections will be a tube of four inches in dia

meter with a one-naif inch wall, a 2g-" x 3§-" I-beam, a 2|" x

2f" solid square, a 2" x3" solid rectangle. The comparisons

are based upon index numbers.

Tube I-beam Square Rect.
Resistance to bending

under load 100 68 38 52

Resistance to bending par
allel to ground when
brakes are applied. . . . 100 21 38 23

Resistance to twisting
when brakes are

applied 100 .* 37 37

Comparison of weight . . . 100 78 114 HO

*The torsional stiffness of an I-beam section cannot be
accurately calculated by any known method and is not shown.
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Brakes on the trailers consist mainly of mechanical inter

nal expansion type, sometimes cooled by a continuous flow of

water about them. The brakes are of sturdy, rug?ed construc

tion with rigid shoes and some sort of adjustment to insure

uniform effectiveness. In handling the heavy loads it is ab

solutely necessary to have the brakes in perfect workins order,

especially if tne loads are being hauled over steep grades.

Tires form an appreciable expense for the trucker. They

require constant attention and if correctly used and inspect

ed regularly, they will give the full amount of service, in

operating over the many crushed rock roads in the Clatsop

county district, it is necessary to keep a sharp lookout

for rocks lodged in the tread and cuts in the sidewalls. Im

proper loading and matching of tires will also cut down the

mileage, as will the inefficient axle as was stated before.

LOADING

There are many various methods of loading logs upon trucks,

but they all fall under a relatively fe.v principles. The first

of these is the rolling system. This is merely rolling the

logs onto the truck by man, horse or snail engine power. Since

most of the logs of Clatsop county are too large to be handled

in any of these three ways, the rolling system is not used

much. However, small outfits logging in hemlock stands use

the logTloading crib or the crosshaul.

Under the boom type is first the stationary boom which

may be either two-tong or heeling. It is usually hung to a
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tree and powered by a steam or Diesel engine. It requires con

siderable rigging but is a fast and capable unit. Regular

loading tongs are used where logs are being loaded one at

a time. Where the loads are pre-loaded, slings or chokers ar

ound the entire load are used. "A" frame and McClean booms

are tne most common types used.

Another stationary loading rig which also lifts the entire

log from the ground by two tongs is the crotch line, which is

merely a steel spreader bar hanging between two trees in such

a manner that it can be moved sidewise with a load the required

distance.

Since trucks have come into such common use, experiments

have been made with loading devices which can be readily moved

so as to follow the truck up and down the road, picking up the

logs wherever the caterpiller happened to land them. Cranes

and steam shovels have been converted into loading rigs and are

operating successfully for the Grand Rapids-Oregon company on

the Wolf Creek highway. These cranes are mounted on crawler

tracks and move up and down the road handling spruce and fir

logs as large as they come. The conversion of a staam shovel

into a loading device is simple and has proven very economical.

For handling smaller logs, the Caterpillar company has

placed a small loading crane mounted upon a large eat upon the

market. It is known as tne "Loadmaster" and has enjoyed much

success in trie pine region. A home made variation of this rig

is the A-frame mounted upon a bulldozer blade, it also is

iimited to small logs, but does very well as a makeshift.
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Unloading a truck is done in one of two ways. First is a

gin-pole, either single or A-frame, which may be operated by

any kind of a small engine. The other method is the self-un-

loader or the tilted roadway type, in the self-unloader, the

roadbed is raised on the outside so that wnen the trucks are

driven onto it and the chocks are pulled, the logs will roll

direc+ly into the water. As before stated it is advantageous

to provide some means of loading the trailer upon the truck for

the return trip to the woods.

CONCLUSION

In view of the past rapid strides In the development and

the looming need for light, fast transportation with a small

initial outlay of capital, truck logging in the Clatsop county

sector is destined to make history, it goes hand in hand with

selective logging, caterpillars, gyppo logging, as well as with

the modern expansion in road building. vVith the facilities of

some of tne largest manufacturers of trucks and equipment in

the country standing behind the project, tne next two or three

years will see equipment produced to handle any logging situation.

However, it will not drive tne railroad out of tne picture. For

a large operator going into a new tract of rough ground and

large timber, the railroad will still better than hold its own.

But for picking up the long corners and small tracts of timber

that are just a little out of reach of the heavy logging —

WATCH ^HE TRUCKS GO BY.



For some of the material of this paper

I am indebted to the following sources:

The Timberman

The Rest Coast Lumberman

Motor Transportation

The Chevrolet Motor Company

The Ford Motor Company

The Beall Pipe and Tank Company

The Timken-Detroit Axle Company

The General Motors Corporation

The Crown-Willamette Paper Company

Motor Truck Log Hauling in Oregon and

Washington — E. J. Rapraeger

All material taken verbatum from these

sources is given credit in the paper.

William R. Demme




